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One thing that everybody used to think they knew about Homer was that he liked to 

describe the sea as "wine-dark". What he actually called it was oinops: "looking like wine", 

"resembling wine". If we start by assuming, as modern users of English are likely to do, that 

the sea normally appears as blue (and also that Homer meant to describe it as it normally 

appears), it seems obvious enough that the comparison cannot be between the colours of 

the two things. since even in Homer's time – so we may safely assume – no wine was ever 

normally sea-blue. So what then is the point of comparison between them? 

 

The conventional answer, that what Homer is saying is that the darkness of the sea 

resembles the darkness of wine, perhaps goes back in the first instance to Gladstone's book 

Studies on Homer and the Homeric Age, published in 1858, ten years before he first became 

Prime Minister. Gladstone there pointed out the surprising rarity of names for colours in 

Homer's Greek. This, he said, was because "the organ of colour and its impressions were but 

partially developed among the Greeks of the heroic age"; and he then went on to claim that 

even those terms which appear to refer to colour in fact mostly refer rather to "the modes 

and forms of light, and of its opposite, or rather negative, darkness". 

 

Now there are undoubtedly some important truths here (whatever we may think of 

Gladstone's explanation of them). Homer has a whole range of ways of expressing the ideas 

of brightness and darkness, but only a few terms which can be securely identified as having 

a primary reference to colour as such. Even leukos and melas, which in later Greek are 

regularly used for "white" and "black" (at any rate in non-poetic contexts) often mean 

different things in Homer: the leukos water of a spring, for example, is presumably 

something like "clear and sparkling" – "white water" would suggest the presence of rapids; 

while melas can be used of freshly-spilled blood. Similarly eruthros, later "red", can be used 

not only of wine – and, interestingly, of divine nectar – but of bronze. So "wine-dark" begins 

to look right. But is it? And just how much of Gladstone's theory should we be prepared to 

swallow in general? 

 

The colour of oxen 

 

A first point which we might make is that there are also a number of other things which the 

sea could be said to have in common with wind (e.g. transparency, glitter, perhaps 

variations of colour under different light conditions): should these be specifically excluded? 

Perhaps not; in which case the more daring "wine-blue" for oinops in Lattimore's 

translations of Homer might have the edge over "wine-dark", just in that it leaves the point 



or points of comparison as open as, in principle, the Greek does – except that, like "wine-

dark", but unlike oinops, it seems to rule out " like wine in colour" (it rather asks us to 

contrast the blue of the sea with the colour of wine). 

 

But ought a reference to colour be ruled out, entirely? The following argument, I hope, will 

suggest not. oinops is also used of pairs of oxen, where surely nothing can be in question 

except either the darkness of their (unspecified) colouring, or their colour as such 

(chestnut?). Again, as well as being oinops, the sea can also be described as "resembling the 

violet", ioeides; here too our choices seem to be restricted in the same way – the sea is 

either being said to be dark like the violet , or to be violet-coloured, blue-purple (or both). If 

there is any other respect in which the sea resembles the violet, it is not one that easily 

springs to mind. Now to render "resembling-the-violet" just as "very dark" looks wrong, 

since it involves treating the reference to violets (in particular) as otiose. So "violet-dark" 

would be preferable, even for someone who adheres to the Gladstonian theory about 

Homer's lack of interest in colour as such. 

 

But "violet-dark" will then suggest, as least to us, that the hue of the violet is also partly in 

question; and since the Aegean sea is at least sometimes seen as blue-purple, why cannot 

that have been part of what ioeides meant for the poet and his original audience? The same 

argument will then apply in the case of "looking like wine" as applied to the oxen: why 

cannot these oxen, at least, be wine-coloured? The theory surely ought not to be pushed to 

the point where Homer's world becomes more or less monochrome; Gladstone's claim was 

only that Homer is less interested in colours (as such), not that he was not interested at all. 

But if oxen can be wine-coloured, so can the sea: exceptionally, perhaps, but then it is not 

always blue-purple either. (Alternatively, are we so sure that deep red wine itself cannot 

have a bluish tint to it?) 

 

The green one red? 

 

This line of approach directly contradicts what was, as we saw, one of the basic assumptions 

of the supporters of "wine-dark", namely that oinops must refer to the way the sea normally 

looks. What lurk s behind this assumption is the fact that oinops is a standing epithet of the 

sea, which seems not to pick out any aspect of it which is specific to the context: the sea can 

be said to be oinops under any conditions (similarly with the much rarer ioeides). So, the 

reasoning goes, it must refer to some property which the sea has under all conditions, or, 

failing that, under most. But just how often is the sea actually wine-dark, even in the Aegean 

– or, for that matter, "sea-blue"? Doesn't it depend, not only on the prevailing conditions of 

light and weather, but on the distance of the observer, and the angle of his vision? Is the sea 

typically any colour? 

 



Our own typical description of it as blue reflects especially our better memories, of the sea 

as part of the landscape on halcyon days; how a Greek of the eight century B.C. would have 

seen so variable a thing might be an entirely different matter. "Wine-dark" is one possibility. 

But why should he not also have been struck by the fact that the sea can change from blues, 

greens, and greys to glowing red? (A translator for a modern audience might wonder if he 

could get away with "wine-red" – that is, whether it might not just perplex his readers; but 

that is his problem). 

 

The colour-blind bard? 

 

All this, as I have already implied, is part of a larger question, about the general extent of 

the role of colours or hues in the pictures of the world which Homer presents to us, or 

means to present to us. On the face of it, it is indeed surprisingly small. To take one 

example, the description of the lush landscape of Calypso's island at the beginning of 

Odyssey V: whereas the poet directly picks out the smells of the place, its sounds, the feel of 

the meadows, the clearness of the streams, there is not a single word about its evidently 

brilliant colours, which would be for us at least as striking an aspect of such a scene. 

 

But some caution is needed here. It would clearly be a mistake to conclude from Homer's 

silence about the colours of the trees, the birds and the meadows that he did not see them 

as coloured at all. Some nineteenth century scholars, if not Gladstone himself, seriously 

suggested that the Greeks of Homer's time actually suffered from a form of colour-

blindness; but this idea rests wholly on a misapplication of Darwinian-type theories of 

evolution. (We may also ignore the tradition that Homer was altogether blind – if he was, it 

did not prevent him from revelling in other visual aspects of things.) 

 

But neither should we infer that the picture being drawn in any way excludes colours. The 

point is simple enough: if you ask someone to envisage a pillar-box, the fact that you have 

not asked him or her to envisage a red pillar-box does not mean that you want him to think 

of one minus its redness. Merely naming a thing, for us, can be a way of evoking its colour – 

and if anyone wishes to claim that the same was not true for Homer and his audience, we 

can reasonably ask him for some justification of his claim. 

 

Leek-green, woad-blue 

 

One fact which he might adduce is the generally limited nature of the Homeric colour-

vocabulary. Most noticeably, there are no equivalents in the Iliad or the Odyssey of many of 

our basic terms, like "green", "brown" or "blue" (despite Lattimore, who on two occasions 

gives "blue" for ioeidesi. But neither are there in post-Homeric Greek. No such terms exist 

even in the fifth and fourth centuries. Thus any charge of insensitivity to colour which might 

be made against Homer on these grounds would also have to be made against writers of 



later periods; and there it would certainly be false, in the light – for example – of the quite 

rich lists of colours given by philosophers like Plato and Aristotle. 

 

What happens is that the limited range of general colour-terms – white, black, red – is 

extended by means of reference to the colours of specific things: leek-green", woad-blue", 

and so on. The same process seems to occur in most, if not all, languages, which differ only 

in the number of general or "abstract" – terms they possess. The range of possible colours is 

infinitely large; in order to identify any particular shade, the users of an y language must 

perhaps inevitably resort at some point to indicating some particular object which 

exemplifies it. 

 

Why some languages have a greater number of general terms than others is something of a 

mystery (like so many other linguistic phenomena). But what is clear is that it is not directly 

related to differences in the degree of appreciation of colour in different cultures, although 

such differences undoubtedly exist. Indeed, the reverse might be argued: that a language or 

culture which characteristically sees colours in terms of particular exemplifications is likely 

to be more alive to their variations than one which tends to rely on a general and 

necessarily imprecise system of classification. 

 

If I am right in my claims about oinops and ioeides, this other way of referring to and talking 

about colours – that is, as tied to this or that object – is also to be found in Homer. My 

hypothesis, if I may finally come clean, is that that is in fact his typical way of thinking of 

colours, and that it underlies his whole treatment of them. Let us suppose for a moment 

that the hypothesis is true, and combine with it the additional premise that many things in 

the world have a fixed and characteristic colour. It then follows that it will be not only 

redundant but actually impossible to name the colour of these things independently: the 

colour of the violet, for example, is just the colour of the violet. 

 

On the other hand, we can have "red wine", because " red" is capable – perhaps – also of 

being applied to other things. Even here , though, the reference may actually be to the 

specific red of wine, which is implicitly compared and contrasted with – say – the red of 

blood: see e.g. Iliad X. 482-4, where blood is said to "redden" the earth. In the same book, 

Rhesus' horses are whiter – or should it be brighter? – than snow; in Book IV, a cloud is 

"blacker" darker"? – than pitch. Do even these three "general" terms of Homer's have their 

foci in particular objects? 

 

Implicit and explicit reference 

 

It is here that my earlier point, about the possibility of implicit referrence to colours, has its 

application: where a thing has at least a relatively fixed and stable colour, naming it will by 

itself be capable of evoking a sense of the colour it has, just as it can evoke any other of its 



essential features – its shape, size, and so on. But there will be other cases where object and 

colour do not go together, namely where it may have different colours. Here colour will 

have to be specified independently, if it is to have any role all; and the obvious way of doing 

this is by referrence to the fixed colours of other objects. So, I think, in the case of the 

"wine-coloured" oxen, and the "wine-coloured" or "violet coloured" sea (though again I do 

not insist that hue is the only thing in question in such cases). 

 

With hair and eyes, Homer shows signs of possessing a specialised set of colour-terms: there 

is zanthos, "reddish-blond"; polios, used of a number of things, but perhaps in origin of 

white/grey hair; and glaukos, which may be linked – even more speculatively – with the 

blue-grey of eyes. At any rate, there are certainly colour-terms, and their existence by itself 

will help to establish Homer's interest in the phenomenon of colour in general. But if the 

guesses about polios and glaukos are correct, this would itself add support to my thesis: to 

call other things polios and glaukos would then itself be to compare their colours with those 

of specific things. Both, interestingly, are applied to the sea: polios, of the sea breaking on 

the shore, glaukos to suggest its pitilessness (to Achilles, in Iliad XVI: "the grey sea must 

have spawned you"). 

 

My argument, then, is that the Homeric poems are highly coloured in a literal sense. This is 

not to say that the ideas of the "wine-dark" theorists can be dispensed with. It is still true 

that Homer has a particular liking for describing things as brilliant, sparking, glowing, and 

the opposites of these (part of his "epic colour"?). But I suggest that this habit of his should 

not be seen as substituting for a concern with colours or hues as such, but rather as 

combining with such a concern, and overlying it. 
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